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Recent NHS statistics suggest that, on average, four children (aged 5-19) in every school classroom 
have a mental health disorder.

Our Menu of Services programme was designed to offer education settings and youth 
organisations a range of services to improve the physical, emotional and psychological well-being 
of young people and staff. Existing support channels are overwhelmed with demand, and our 
programme provides a holistic and sustainable route for settings to continue to support pupils in 
the face of budget cuts and to get the help they need quicker.

YMCA has been supporting young people in the UK for over 150 years. During the last 35 years 
we have developed extensive expertise in positive mental well-being which builds on our world-
leading physical health programmes.  These programmes address whole setting needs through 
one or more of the following:

 X Whole School Well-Being Consultations to understand needs and develop plans
 X Awareness Campaigns – IAMWHOLE and BeReal plus student/parent workshops, assemblies, 

PSHE curriculum support
 X Staff/Parent Training – Direct and Empowerment Programme plus Distance Learning
 X Peer Support – Student Qualifications
 X Staff Well-Being Programme including supervision and consultancy
 X Face to Face Clinical Interventions  (e.g. Counselling, group work and mentoring) for students, 

parents and staff
 X A NHS approved self-help app for staff, students and parents

This brochure looks in more detail at our training programmes.  For more information about 
our other services please call 01733 373187, email lisa.smith@ymcatrinity.org.uk  or visit               
www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk. 

Who are we and what do we do?

mailto:lisa.smith%40ymcatrinity.org.uk?subject=MOS%20Training
http://www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk.
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We are one of the leading regional providers of mental health training, developed as a result of 
our long history of supporting young people. The range of benefits are: 

 X You have access to a wide range of accessible programmes that are cost effective and 
tailored to your needs

 X Courses are locally approved and many have been commissioned by a variety of statutory 
sector organisations

 X Courses are all written and quality assured by clinical professionals who have also worked in 
schools – that means they are relevant and applicable

 X Content is developed with evidence based practice and brings theory into everyday practice
 X Content meets government requirements such as those from the PSHE framework and DfE 

guidance tools
 X Courses are based on a recognised competency framework, providing clarity in knowledge 

pathways and increasing confidence in supporting others
 X Course pathways are designed to allow those in specialist roles to cascade knowledge to 

others
 X You will receive:

 Z Supporting resources, regular updates, refresher training and schemes of work 
(where applicable) to provide a one-stop shop for all of your needs

 Z Follow-up clinical and peer support to enable learning to be embedded into 
provision

 Z FREE accredited Level 2 Distance Learning courses to provide continuous 
professional development opportunities linked to initial content

 Z Direct links to clinical intervention – providing a smooth and timely transition to 
clinical support should training identify specialist needs.

Why attend our training?
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99% of 
schools would 
recommend our 
training

96% of staff 
learned more

97% said it was 
relevant to their 
role

95% enjoyed it

Based on over 2800 staff trained in almost 400 schools and colleges

What do delegates say?

 “I just wanted to thank you for the staff training. Everybody commented on 
how uplifted and motivated they felt following your training. It’s not often 
that we have training in school which receives such positive feedback from all 
members of staff, so I felt like I needed to let you know”- Head Teacher

“Great tutor, really interesting, great group work” – School Well-Being Nurse.

“It made me reflect on the children in my class as well as my own child & gave 
me the time to think of ways to encourage this within my practice. The time to 
discuss this with my peers was extremely valuable” – EYFS Teacher.

“We are hearing good feedback on the training we commissioned you to do 
with  our schools which is fantastic news – all the more so because it’s actually 
quite rare to get unprompted good feedback on our funded training offers.”- 
Commissioner
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Staff Training – Competency Framework
To address the overwhelming tide of negative pressures impacting well-being in both pupils, 
students and teachers, YMCA has developed a series of training programmes to equip staff 
with the tools they need to help pupils, students and themselves and reduce the risk of issues 
escalating.

It is vital that everyone working within a school has an understanding of what mental health is 
and how to respond to common issues to ensure children and young people are able to access the 
help they need early.  

In order to help you decide upon the most appropriate training, we have worked with local services 
to develop a competency framework which categorises our training according to its content and 
depth of learning.  We also hope that this will simplify the often complex picture of mental health 
training in a structured and methodical way, and provide a clear framework to equip the whole 
setting with appropriate skills to support young people’s mental health.

Prices are variable according to the length of the session and size 
of group. Please get in touch to find out more by calling

01733 373187, emailing lisa.smith@ymcatrinity.org.uk or visiting 
our website  www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk 

How to Use the Framework
As we pursue our ambition of helping young people enjoy positive mental health and well-being, 
we believe that everyone working with young people should have a foundation level of training 
and these trainings are listed under Stage One (Core or Universal) of the competency framework. 
From here, individuals can identify trainings from Stage Two (Enhanced) and Stage Three 
(Targeted) according to their role in their setting and developmental need.

mailto:lisa.smith%40ymcatrinity.org.uk?subject=MOS%20Training
http://www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk
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Core

Enhanced

Targeted

Enhanced - Stage Two
Audience: Adults in regular contact with young people (e.g. Teachers, TAs, parents) 
Aim:

 X Develop a more in-depth understanding of mental health and the factors that can 
affect well-being

 X  Learn more about specific mental health topics
 X  Increase your confidence to reassure and support someone in distress
 X  Enhance your interpersonal skills in non-judgmental, active listening
 X Consider how to bring therapeutic theory into everyday practice

Targeted - Stage Three
Audience: Those working in specialist roles such as SEND coordinators, Pastoral 
Leads, Mental Health Champions and Safeguarding Leads
Aim:

 X Learn the skills to be able to train other members of staff in mental health 
awareness

 X Deliver non-clinical interventions e.g. group programmes using tried and tested 
materials

 X Develop your skills in order to raise awareness amongst parents and young people

Stage One

Stage Two

Stage Three

Core - Stage One
Audience: Any adult in a setting working with children and young people (inc. admin 
staff, support staff, caretakers, parents etc)
Aim:

 X Develop a greater understanding of how and why mental health conditions 
develop

 X Understand risk and protective factors
 X  Be able to identify some signs and symptoms of common mental health difficulties
 X  Understand what impact a mental health condition can have on a child’s ability to 

learn
 X  Understand how you can look after your own mental health
 X Identify strategies to use in your setting
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Targeted - Stage Three
 X Train the Trainer courses in the following:

 Z Mental Health Champions – three day training
 Z Delivering Early Interventions – one day training
 Z Delivering Parent and Student workshops – one day training
 Z Delivering Young Health Champions: Peer Support – one day training

 X Level 2 Distance Learning in Counselling Skills etc.

Enhanced - Stage Two
 X Additional workshops on Anxiety and Depression, Self-Harm, Risk-Taking Behaviour, 

Body Confidence, Substance Misuse, Sexual Health, etc.
 X Mentoring: A Solution Focused Approach – one day training
 X Attachment workshop
 X Classroom Strategies for Mental Health Support workshop
 X Managing Challenging Behaviour workshops
 X Eating Disorders
 X Level 2 Distance Learning in Managing Challenging Behaviour and Understanding 

Learning Difficulties

Core - Stage One
 X Introduction to Mental Health workshop
 X Staff Well-Being workshop
 X Introduction to  Building Resilience workshop
 X Level 2 Distance Learning in Understanding Children’s and Young People’s Mental Health

The following pages give more detail about some of the training mentioned above, but please note 
that content can be tailored to your individual needs as mutually agreed.

Targeted

Enhanced

CoreStage One

Stage Two

Stage Three
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Core Training

Our core training is designed for anyone working with children and young 
people and could include:

 X Teachers
 X Teaching Assistants
 X Pastoral Care team members
 X SENCOs
 X Senior Leadership Team
 X Governors
 X Office Staff and other Support Staff
 X Parents

Courses

 X Introduction to Mental Health – page 10
 X Introduction to Staff Well-Being – page 11
 X Introduction to Building Resilience - Page 12
 X FREE Level 2 Distance Learning in Understanding Children’s and Young 

People’s Mental Health – page 13

For up to date information about prices and 
our course calendar, please visit our website. 
Bespoke sessions can be arranged to meet your 
needs so please get in touch to discuss further.
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Introduction to Mental Health Workshop
The Introduction to Mental Health workshop is our foundation module, suitable for all adults. This 
workshop will help those who work with children to understand how mental health conditions can 
develop, how these difficulties can present and the impact this can have on learning. Delegates 
will leave with practical strategies to use in their setting.

Course Summary 
Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop provides delegates with an overview 
of mental health theory. It acts as a baseline to which further training can be added from our 
enhanced training portfolio of courses. We strongly believe that ALL staff should be given access 
to this basic training and not just those that have a lead role in the setting. The workshop will 
provide practical tools for adults to increase their understanding of the experiences of the children 
in their care and consider a range of strategies for managing areas of concern. Delegates will 
leave feeling better equipped and more confident to offer solutions and identify those that need 
support. 

Learning Outcomes
 X To understand how young people can develop a mental health condition and how these 

difficulties can present 
 X To understand what impact a mental health condition can have on a child’s ability to learn
 X What you can do to help children and yourselves

Added Benefits
To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 12.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Introduction to Staff Well-Being Workshop
With increased pressure on schools to cope with the rising prevalence of mental health difficulties 
amongst children, it is important for schools to consider how they can support the mental health 
and well-being of school staff. Adults who have good mental well-being are more likely to cope 
during stressful episodes and less likely to negatively impact the emotional well-being of those 
around them.

Course Summary

Our Staff Well-Being workshop is flexible to meet the needs of your setting and the outcomes you 
wish to achieve and is suitable for all adults who work with children. This workshop considers the 
importance of well-being in adults and the impact of this on the children they care for. Delegates 
will leave with a greater understanding of the science underpinning well-being and practical 
strategies to use in their setting. We can also provide support to senior staff to help create 
strategies to boost morale, and reduce stress as well as staff absence.

Proposed Learning Outcomes

 X How to identify and understand your psychological well-being
 X Why it is important to prioritise staff, as well, as pupil well-being
 X Practical strategies for supporting and promoting staff well-being in your setting

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 12.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Introduction to Building Resilience
The Building Resilience workshop follows our Introduction to Mental Health workshop and 
is suitable for any adults in regular contact with young people experiencing mental health 
difficulties. This workshop is based on the latest research and will explore the role that settings can 
play in supporting the development of resilience in children and young people. Delegates will leave 
with practical strategies to use in their setting.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop explores the principles of resilience, 
giving consideration to protective factors and risk factors. Delegates will learn how they can better 
support the young people they work with, helping them to develop resilience and self-esteem, 
increase engagement with learning and reducing the likelihood of long-term health issues. The 
workshop will provide practical tools that staff can share with their setting to promote resilience 
across the community. Delegates will leave feeling better equipped and more confident to identify 
those that need support and offer solutions. 

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To gain a deeper understanding of resilience
 X To learn how to use the Resilience Framework as a tool in developing resilience-building 

strategies
 X To share good practice and explore practical strategies

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Level 2 Distance Learning - Core Training
To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with The 
Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff or Train The Trainer programmes 
the opportunity to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related 
topics. Not only can school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also 
access them – FREE of charge!

Simply purchase one or more of the following: 

 X Whole Staff Training – two hour workshops on a variety of topics
 X Delivering Early Interventions Train The Trainer – one day course
 X Mental Health Champions Train The Trainer – three day course
 X Mentoring – A Solution Focused Approach – one day course

In addition, get access to any of the following FREE for as many of your staff members or parents 
as you wish:

Core Training

Enhanced Training
 X Level 2 in Understanding Autism
 X Level 2 in Principles of Working with Individuals with Learning Disabilities
 X Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Behaviour that Challenges

Targeted training
 X Level 2 Certificate in Counselling Skills

See the relevant section for more details about other courses.
Terms and conditions apply.

Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Children and Young People’s Mental Health
This qualification aims to equip you with a more detailed understanding of mental health 
conditions that affect children and young people, the legislation and guidance surrounding mental 
health, risk factors that may affect mental well-being and the impact that mental health concerns 
may have on young people and others.
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Enhanced Training

Our enhanced training follows on from our core training and is designed for adults 
who wish to learn more and those in regular contact with young people experiencing 
mental health difficulties, including:

 X Teachers
 X Teaching Assistants
 X Pastoral Care team members
 X SENCOs
 X Senior Leadership Team
 X Parents
 X Young People & Community Workers, etc

Courses

The following two hour workshops can be delivered as whole school training. They also 
form part of our three day Train the Trainer programme (see page 27)

 X Introduction to Anxiety and Depression workshop – page 15
 X Introduction to Self-Harm workshop – page 16
 X Introduction to Risk-Taking Behaviour workshop - page 17
 X Introduction to Body Confidence workshop – page 18
 X Introduction to Substance Misuse workshop – page 19
 X Introduction to Sexual Health workshop – page 20

Other two hour workshops
 X Attachment workshop - page 21
 X Classroom Strategies for Mental Health Support workshop - page 22
 X Introduction to Managing Challenging Behaviour workshops - page 23

One day training programme
 X Mentoring: A Solution Focused Approach - page 24
 X Eating Disorders - 25

FREE distance learning
 X Level 2 Distance Learning in Managing Challenging Behaviour and Understanding 

Learning Difficulties, plus others - page 26
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Introduction to Anxiety and Depression
The Anxiety and Depression workshop is suitable for any adults in regular contact with young 
people experiencing difficulties in this area. Recent years have seen a significant increase in the 
number of children and young adults reporting problems such as anxiety and depression and this 
workshop is based on the latest research to increase your confidence in using evidence-based 
strategies to use in your setting.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop explores the risk factors for anxiety and 
depression and how to recognize signs of these mental health issues in children and young people. 
The workshop will provide practical tools that staff can share with their setting to effectively 
support children and young people to help them engage with learning. Delegates will leave feeling 
better equipped and more confident to identify those that need support and offer solutions. 

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To gain a better understanding of the symptoms and signs of anxiety and depression
 X To explore how to manage disclosures of anxiety and depression 
 X To identify practical strategies to support young people 

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional level 2 distance learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Introduction to Self-Harm

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.

The Self-Harm workshop is suitable for any adults in regular contact with young people who are 
self-harming. Recent years have seen a significant increase in the number of children and young 
adults who are self-harming and figures published in 2014 suggested a 70% increase in 10-14 
year olds attending A&E for self-harm related reasons in the preceding 2 years. This workshop 
addresses some of the myths around self-harm and is based on the latest research to increase 
your confidence in using evidence-based strategies to use in your setting to review your current 
self-harm policy.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop explores why children and young people 
self-harm and how to recognize signs of self-harm. The workshop will help to dispel some of the 
myths that are associated with self-harm and provide practical tools that staff can share with 
their setting to effectively support children and young people to help them engage with learning. 
Delegates will leave feeling better equipped and more confident to identify those that need 
support and offer solutions. They will also have an opportunity to review their current self-harm 
policy at the workshop to consider whether it sufficiently addresses the needs of their setting.

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To gain a better understanding of what self-harm is and why young people may self-harm
 X To gain confidence in recognising the signs, and managing disclosures, of self-harm
 X To discuss how schools can support young people in this area

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.
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Introduction to Risk-Taking Behaviour

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.

The Risk-Taking workshop is suitable for any adults who want to learn more about this topic and 
its relevance to young people in their care. Risk-taking is the leading cause of death amongst 
adolescents and increased risk-taking is a social phenomenon; young people only take more risks 
than other age groups when they are in social situations. When we create warm and satisfying 
relationships with young people, we can create a sense of safety so that the risks they take will be 
healthy ones — such as trying out for the school play, asking someone out, or taking challenging 
classes — instead of ones that will cause irreparable damage

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop focuses on risk-taking behaviour in 
young people, such as online risks, smoking, drug and alcohol misuse, sex and inappropriate 
relationships. During the session delegates will look at the influences on young people of the 
media, peers, family and general misinformation. The session culminates in an explorative 
discussion of effective interventions and solutions - enabling you to better support young people 
to make positive choices when faced with any type of risk.

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To consider the findings of recent research on risk-taking behaviours
 X To explore why young people take risks 
 X To discuss how to best support young people with risk-taking behaviour and share good 

practice

Added Benefits
To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.
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Introduction to Body Confidence

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.

The Body Confidence workshop is suitable for any adults in regular contact with young people who 
experience issues with body confidence. We know that low body confidence is damaging people’s 
lives. It affects everyone – all ages, both sexes – and starts young. It impacts people’s physical and 
mental health and holds them back in life, stopping them from achieving all that they could. This 
workshop looks at the importance of body confidence and the negative impact a poor image can 
have on a young person’s learning.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop explores the links between body 
confidence, self-esteem and learning. Delegates will understand the importance of giving children 
and young people a body confident start to life and learn how to talk to young people to prioritise 
healthy living and general well-being over appearance. Delegates will take with them practical 
strategies to support and talk to young people with body confidence issues and leave with a better 
understanding of the role of their setting in building body confidence. 

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To consider young people’s understanding of body image
 X To identify signs of body image anxiety
 X To discuss how to support young people with body image anxiety

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.
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Introduction to Substance Misuse

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.

The latest NHS Digital survey of school-age children, conducted in 2016, showed that nearly a fifth 
(18%) of pupils said they had taken drugs in the last year, an increase from 2014. The Department 
for Education data for 2016/2017 showed school exclusions for alcohol and drug use have 
increased substantially in recent years with fixed term exclusions up by 34% since 2012/2013 and 
permanent exclusions up by 95% since 2010/2011. The Substance Misuse workshop is suitable for 
any adults who want to learn more about this topic and its relevance to young people in their care.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop aims to provide delegates with a 
comprehensive overview of the effects of drug and alcohol misuse on health, with a focus on 
strategies that support young people to make healthy and timely choices. The course will cover an 
understanding of the issue of substance misuse in young people today and the law. Delegates will 
learn how to identify signs of substance misuse in young people and gain a better understanding 
of why young people misuse substances, the consequences of substance abuse and how to 
support young people who are misusing substances. 

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To be able to identify signs of substance misuse in young people
 X To gain a better understanding of why young people misuse substances and the possible 

consequences
 X To discuss how to support young people who are misusing substances

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.
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Introduction to Sexual Health
The Sexual Health workshop is suitable for any adults who want to learn more about this topic and 
its relevance to young people in their care.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop aims to inform delegates of the sexual 
health choices available for young people; enabling them to better support and empower young 
people to make timely life choices. The course will cover the law and young people’s sexual health, 
an overview of common STI’s and available contraception, recognising signs of unhealthy sexual 
behaviour and how adults can support young people with sexual health issues and promote 
access to sexual health services. 

This course also forms part of our three day Mental Health Champions Train the Trainer 
programme (see page 27).

Learning Outcomes

 X To gain an understanding of what we mean by sexual health and what the law says
 X To consider sexual health issues for young people
 X To discuss how to support young people with sexual health issues and promote access to 

sexual health services

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Attachment
The Attachment workshop is for those adults who have covered basic attachment theory, either 
through our Introduction to Mental Health workshop, or through another training provider, and 
want to learn more about attachment and how to support children who struggle with learning due 
to their early experiences of trauma and loss. Delegates will leave with practical strategies to use 
in their setting.

Course Summary 

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop provides delegates with an overview 
of attachment theory and its application to the understanding of children with emotional, 
behavioural or social difficulties which interfere with their learning. The workshop will build on 
previous training, providing further practical tools for adults to better understand the experiences 
of the children in their care and better ways of managing areas of concern. Delegates will leave 
with practical strategies firmly rooted in the research of attachment theory and in tried and tested 
practice in schools. These strategies can easily be integrated into the life of a busy classroom, 
leaving delegates feeling more confident to offer solutions in their setting.

Learning Outcomes

 X To understand how young people with attachment difficulties can experience the world
 X To understand how we can communicate effectively with young people with attachment 

difficulties 
 X Practical strategies and key interventions for working with these young people

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Classroom Strategies for Mental Health Support
This workshop is for delegates who have attended one of our introductory workshops, or have 
had training from another provider, and are looking for further practical strategies to help support 
children’s social and emotional development in order to enhance their learning.

Course Summary 

This two hour workshop will build on prior training in mental health awareness to provide further 
practical tools for adults working in a classroom setting. This course will require prior consultation 
with the setting in order to ensure that staff leave with effective and appropriate strategies for 
their classrooms. Staff may also wish to provide case studies in advance of the training in order for 
the trainer to address the specific needs of a particular setting.

Learning Outcomes

 X To understand the importance of children’s social and emotional well-being in the classroom
 X To understand the relationship between emotional well-being and effective learning
 X To explore effective classroom strategies and key interventions when working with children 

with social, emotional and behavioural challenges

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Prices start from just £400 for a whole staff, two hour workshop, with bespoke packages and 
discounts on larger numbers available. Contact 01733 373187 for more information.
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Introduction to Managing Challenging Behaviour
This is a set of two workshops which have been developed to address recent research that 
highlights the concern of a majority of teachers who believe that behaviour in the classroom is 
getting worse. More teachers have seen standards of behaviour decline in the past five years and 
behaviour management has been highlighted as one of the key factors in causing teachers stress. 
These two workshops are aimed at school staff who experience stress and frustration related to 
classroom behaviour problems.

Course Summary - Part One

Delivered by clinical professionals, this two hour workshop has been written against a backdrop 
of measures to increase the authority of teachers to discipline pupils and ensure good behaviour. 
The content of the workshop is complementary to current guidance for schools which emphasises 
discipline for good behaviour but does not fully take into account the consideration of behaviour as 
a form of communicating unmet emotional needs. This workshop is based on up to date research 
emphasising that a focus on mental health issues is essential to understanding, and therefore 
helping to change, some of the challenging behaviours of young people. 

Course Summary - Part Two

The second two hour workshop is tailored to each individual setting and provides an opportunity to 
consult with YMCA Trinity Group and consider the practical strategies that your setting would like 
to explore in greater detail.

Learning Outcomes

 X To understand the nature of challenging behaviour as communication
 X To understand challenging behaviour in the context of the developing brain
 X To explore possible classroom strategies for managing challenging behaviour

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Book both whole staff workshops from only £600 or one from £400. Contact 01733 373187 for 
more information.
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Mentoring: A Solution Focused Approach
Motivational Interviewing and Solution Focused Approaches can significantly improve outcomes 
for those that are at risk of developing mental health issues and help re-engage young people who 
struggle to make positive changes.

Course Summary 
This one day course gives schools the opportunity to learn from clinical professionals about how 
they can apply theory to supporting young people on a 1-to-1 basis in a nontherapeutic way. This 
one day programme will give adults skills, tools and resources based on tried and tested methods 
used in our 1-to-1 mentoring programmes and covers the following:

 X Defining Mentoring
 X An Introduction to Motivational Interviewing and Solution Focused Therapy
 X Active listening skills
 X Goal Setting
 X Measuring Impact

This course is suitable for pastoral teams, HLTAs, teachers, senior leads and head teachers from 
both primary, secondary and further education settings. It is equally applicable to community 
youth workers or anyone supporting young people on a 1-to-1 basis. Delegates will leave with a 
manual of essential training advice with templates and guides to using the techniques learned.

Learning Outcomes

 X To explore the concept of mentoring through the lens of Solution Focused Therapy 
 X To practice active listening skills and goal setting
 X To learn how to measure impact

Added Benefits

To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with 
The Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff programmes the opportunity 
to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related topics. Not only can 
school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also access them – FREE of 
charge! See page 25.

Mentoring Skills are also important to use in everyday practice both with children and adults. 
Therefore, we are able to bespoke the course to enable whole staff teams to benefit from the 
practical mentoring and coaching skills to enhance their skills in getting the best from others, 
whether it be in their teaching or through peer support and line management roles.

Prices vary according to the number of delegates and size of the school. Contact 01733 
373187 for more information.
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Eating Disorders

Prices vary according to the number of delegates and size of the school. Contact 01733 
373187 for more information.

Develop your understanding of this complex psychological illness. Learn how Eating Disorders 
develop, how they manifest themselves, and how we can prevent issues occurring or facilitate 
recovery.

Course Summary
Delivered either as a one-day course or spread over four shorter workshops, this course gives those 
working with young people the opportunity to learn from the experiences and understandings 
of a previously diagnosed young person with a lived experience, who now uses her learnings to 
educate others.

The course will be broken down into four segments:
 X Introducing the illness from the inside - An honest and stark insight into the experiences of a 

young person diagnosed with anorexia
 X Eating Disorders, the classification and diagnosis
 X Developing an Eating Disorder and supporting a young person through their illness.
 X Discovering the illness and thinking more about social media, advertising and the family unit. 

Then finishing with a look at what people can do to help prevent issues developing and raise 
awareness through campaigns such as BeReal.

This course is suitable for pastoral teams, HLTAs, teachers, senior leads and head teachers from 
both primary, secondary and further education settings. It is equally applicable to community 
youth workers or anyone supporting young people. Delegates will leave with a leaflet on additional 
reading and have the opportunity to receive further support.

Learning Outcomes
 X To learn more about the deep and complex nature of eating disorders
 X To develop strategies to be able to support someone at any stage of the illness.
 X To consider how strategies can be implemented to protect young people from disorders 

using key messages around body image and diet.

Added benefits
To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with
Hannah Brown who has not only written this course but will be delivering where possible. This 
is giving you the opportunity to hear a first person account of the illness, giving an unparalleled 
insight into the illness and giving you the opportunity to ask personal and otherwise unanswered 
questions.
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Level 2 Distance Learning – Enhanced Training
To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with The 
Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff or Train The Trainer programmes 
the opportunity to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related 
topics. Not only can school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also 
access them – FREE of charge!

Simply purchase one or more of the following: 
 X Whole Staff Training – two hour workshops on a variety of topics
 X Delivering Early Interventions Train The Trainer – one day course
 X Mental Health Champions Train The Trainer – three day course
 X Mentoring – A Solution Focused Approach – one day course

In addition, get access to any of the following FREE for as many of your staff members or parents 
as you wish:
Core Training

 X Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Children and Young People’s Mental Health

Enhanced Training
Level 2 in Understanding Autism
This course will give you an understanding of autism and the principles of supporting individuals 
with autism. You will look at the person-centred approach and the influence that positive 
communication methods can have and will gain an understanding of how individuals with autism 
can be supported to live healthy and fulfilled lives.

Level 2 in Principles of Working with Individuals with Learning Disabilities
This qualification aims to provide you with a comprehensive understanding of issues related 
to different types of learning disabilities and how these affect individuals in their daily lives. By 
studying this course, you will cover a range of topics, including safeguarding and personalisation in 
social care.

Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Behaviour that Challenges
This qualification aims to explore possible causes which could explain why people behave as they 
do, helping you to develop your understanding and deal with these situations in an appropriate 
way. You will look at the impact and possible justification for these behaviours, considering what 
the root cause could be. This course will equip you with pro-active strategies to support positive 
behaviour.

Targeted training
 X Level 2 Certificate in Counselling Skills

See the relevant section for more details about other courses.
Terms and conditions apply.
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Targeted Training 

Our targeted training is delivered in a Train the Trainer format to give settings 
access to cost-effective and sustainable training that can be cascaded to other 
staff. This training has been designed for adults working in specialist roles, including:

 X SENDCOs
 X Pastoral Leads
 X Mental Health Champions
 X Safeguarding Leads
 X Senior Leadership Team

Courses

 X Mental Health Champions – three day training - page 27
 X Delivering Early Interventions – one day training - page 29
 X Delivering Parent and Student workshops – one day training - page 31
 X Delivering Young Health Champions: Peer Support – one day training - page 31
 X Level 2 Distance Learning in Counselling Skills - page 32

For up to date information about prices and 
our course calendar, please visit our website. 
Bespoke sessions can be arranged to meet your 
needs so please get in touch to discuss further.
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Train the Trainer - Mental Health Champions
To address the overwhelming tide of negative pressures impacting well-being in both pupils, 
students and teachers, YMCA has developed a series of Train The Trainer programmes to equip 
staff with the tools they need to help pupils, students and themselves.

This three day course begins with our Introduction to Mental Health course, which is not part 
of the Train the Trainer offer, since we recommend that this course is only delivered by mental 
health professionals. The subsequent training is based on the seven modules in our enhanced 
training portfolio (Building Resilience, Anxiety and Depression, Self-Harm, Risk-Taking Behaviour, 
Body Confidence, Substance Misuse and Sexual Health). It is delivered on three days, usually 
spread over six weeks, to enable time for delegates to consolidate learning and consider how to 
apply their learning to their setting. On this training, delegates will learn about mental health, how 
trauma develops and how to support young people with specific needs. 

You will leave with a training manual which includes worksheets and trainer notes to guide you 
through delivery of the workshops. An online resource will give you access to presentations and 
updated materials to help with your training delivery.

Learning Outcomes

 X Understanding your roles and responsibilities in mental health provision
 X Understanding how to identify specific needs and risks in the well-being of children and 

young people
 X Applying this knowledge to deliver up to seven teacher awareness training modules in your 

setting
 X Building confidence in cascading and sourcing further information
 X Follow-up support, on-going updates, good practice sharing and refresher training through 

the licensing renewal arrangement - plus an understanding of how to access direct clinical 
interventions for those in most need.

We recommend that all settings who attend this course arrange for an Introduction to Mental 
Health (or a similar training) to be delivered to all staff before cascading the training in this 
portfolio of courses. 

Objectives

 X Introductory training in mental health awareness of children and young people 
 X Training in seven modules from our enhanced training portfolio for cascading in your setting
 X The opportunity to practice delivering this content to others
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Added Benefits

 X Long-term support for specialist health and well-being provision in your school
 X Massive savings on the cost of direct training delivery (save up to 75% on teacher training if 

brought separately)
 X Expertise from a well recognised organisation – we have been delivering mental health 

services locally for 30 years, and we understand the needs of young people. Our trainers are 
mental health professionals with a wealth of experience

 X Direct links to service provision – we can also deliver interventions directly to young people, 
providing immediate support if a referral is required

 X Tailored solutions – all our programmes have been designed based on feedback from 
schools. We can design new programmes when needs are identified

 X Charitable support – by accessing our programmes, you are directly enabling us to support 
more young people. Any income we receive is put back into providing more services at a 
local level.  We can also help schools with fundraising to provide more direct support in those 
schools that need it most.

The annual licence renewal fee includes all of the 
following:

 X Unlimited use of the materials in your school – by signing up, you can deliver our 
programmes and access our resources for a yearly renewal fee

 X Training manual which is regularly updated
 X Tried and tested resources and materials based on sound research
 X Regular updates – we do all the research and find the most useful resources for you, saving 

you time and money. We will also source additional materials and content as necessary, 
based on your feedback

 X Peer support – our licensing agreement and annual refreshers allow schools to share 
good practice. We will also facilitate peer support opportunities so you can always access 
additional help from others

 X Clinical support and advice – our dedicated service means you can contact us if you have any 
questions about the material.  We will offer support and signpost you to additional resources, 
so help is always on hand.

For up to date information about prices and our calendar contact 
01733 373187 or visit our website www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk

http://www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk
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Train the Trainer - Delivering Early Interventions
To address the overwhelming tide of negative pressures impacting well-being in both pupils, 
students and teachers, YMCA has developed a series of Train The Trainer programmes to equip 
staff with the tools they need to help pupils, students and themselves.

This one day course is designed to provide the theory behind our early intervention group work 
modules which are currently delivered by trained therapists in schools. Delegates will be taught 
about the theory underpinning the schemes of work, the importance of teaching resilience in 
schools and how to deliver interventions using our resources.  

You will leave with a training manual and trainer notes to guide you through delivery of the 
modules. An online resource will give you access to schemes of work, resources and activities to 
help you share with others in your setting.

Learning Outcomes

 X Increasing your awareness and understanding of how to build resilience in children and 
young people 

 X A toolkit of tools and theories to underpin this work
 X Understanding your roles and responsibilities in creating a positive mental health culture
 X Using assessment tools to identify need and suitability 
 X Applying knowledge to deliver pre-written semi-structured group work resilience 

programmes to those at risk 
 X Primary: Separate KS1/2 modules in Emotional Management, Self-Esteem and Confidence, 

Social Skills and Yr6 Transitions 
 X Secondary: KS3/4 versions of the above (Inc. Yr7 Transitions), plus KS3/4 Mental Health 

Awareness Programme covering Introduction, Food and Mood, Stress and Physical Activity, 
Body Confidence, and where to go for help 

 X Receive follow-up clinical support, on-going updates and resources, peer support 
opportunities and further advice through the licensing arrangement - plus access to direct 
clinical interventions for those in most need.

Objectives
 X Increased understanding of building resilience in children and young people
 X Increased understanding of the scientific theory underpinning delivering successful early 

interventions
 X Access to our early intervention group work schemes of work and clinical support
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The Modules

Social Skills
Consider types of behaviour
Practice assertiveness through language
Develop and practice interpersonal skills and 
healthy responses to tricky situations

Emotional Management
Identify emotions and the effect they can have
Learn appropriate responses and self control
Explore how lifestyle can impact emotions
Develop perspective and empathic skills

Self Esteem & Confidence
Explore relational skills
Consider types of behaviour
Discuss effective responses to bullying
Introduce goal setting techniques

Transitions Yr 6/7
Reflect on experiences and new challenges
Discuss coping and self-help strategies
Explore relationship building tools
Identify future goals and aspirations

As mentioned, secondary schools and colleges will also have access to additional resources on a 
range of topics.  Please get in touch to find out more.

The annual licence fee includes all of the following:

 X Unlimited use of the materials in your school – you can deliver our programmes and access 
our resources for three years  (min commitment in order to effectively implement)

 X FREE annual refresher training
 X Tried and tested resources and materials based on sound research 
 X Regular updates – we do all the research and find the most useful resources for you, saving 

you time and money. We will also source additional materials and content as necessary, 
based on your feedback

 X Peer support – our licensing agreement and annual refreshers allow schools to share 
good practice. We will also facilitate peer support opportunities, so you can always access 
additional help

 X Clinical support and advice – our dedicated service means you can contact us if you have 
any questions about the material.  We will offer support and signpost you to additional 
resources, so help is always on hand.

For up to date information about prices and our calendar contact 
01733 373187 or visit our website www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk

http://www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk
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Students
An Introduction to Mental Health
Reducing stigma
Body Image & Self Esteem
Food & Mood
Physical Activity & Stress Busting

Parents
Raising awareness of:

 X Anger
 X Anxiety
 X Self-Harm
 X Depression

Mandatory Units
Peer Leadership
Health Improvement

Optional Units
Body Image
Self-esteem and confidence
Dealing with bullying
Feelings and emotions
Encouraging physical activity
Healthy eating

Train the Trainer - Delivering Parent & Student Workshops
This one day course is designed to discuss a range of workshops and resources you can use 
to raise awareness amongst all students and parents.  It enables schools to run many of the 
workshops identified on Pages 33 and 34 themselves – thus saving you money and equipping 
you with the tools to raise awareness in your setting. It can also be used as part of the new PSHE 
Curriculum guidelines.

As with our other Train The Trainer courses, you will leave with a training manual and trainer 
notes to guide you through delivery of a range of one off workshops. You can adapt and deliver 
these to parents and students aged 10 and over as part of PSHE provision, or to use for well-being 
awareness programmes, assemblies or parent briefings.  

New Courses

Train the Trainer - Delivering Young Health Champions
This one day course is designed to talk you through the delivery of our accredited Level 1 Young 
Health Champion Award (see page 34 for more information).

The aim of the programme is to enable you to upskill young people aged 14+ to become Young 
Health Champions in your setting, who can develop their leadership skills and awareness of 
mental health to subsequently support their peers.

As with our other Train The Trainer courses, you will leave with a training manual and trainer notes 
to guide you through delivery of the programme in your setting.  

Please note that the Young Health Champions Award is currently accredited through YMCA Awards 
and in order to become certificated you will need to register any courses you subsequently deliver.  

Prices vary according to the number of 
delegates you wish to book so please get in 

touch to find out more or to arrange for us to 
deliver a bespoke programme in your setting.
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Level 2 Distance Learning – Targeted Training
To give more people the opportunity to develop their understanding, we have teamed up with The 
Skills Network to offer all schools that purchase our Whole Staff or Train The Trainer programmes 
the opportunity to access additional Level 2 Distance Learning courses in a variety of related 
topics. Not only can school staff benefit from the accredited programmes, but parents can also 
access them – FREE of charge!

Simply purchase one or more of the following: 
 X Whole Staff Training – two hour workshops on a variety of topics
 X Delivering Early Interventions Train The Trainer – one day course
 X Mental Health Champions Train The Trainer – three day course
 X Mentoring – A Solution Focused Approach – one day course

In addition, get access to any of the following FREE for as many of your staff members or parents 
as you wish:
Core Training

 X Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Children and Young People’s Mental Health

Enhanced Training
 X Level 2 in Understanding Autism
 X Level 2 in Principles of Working with Individuals with Learning Disabilities
 X Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Behaviour that Challenges

Targeted Training

Level 2 Certificate in Counselling Skills
This qualification will help develop your knowledge and skills around counselling by looking at 
counselling theories, key elements of the main theoretical approaches and will help you to develop 
self-understanding and reflect on your own values and beliefs. Successfully completing this 
qualification will help enable you to provide support and help to others.

See the relevant section for more details about other courses. 
Terms and conditions apply.
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Other Audiences
Parents
Parents and carers are integral to promoting positive mental health in young people and 
supporting those in need.  We can adapt all of our training in the competency framework to 
parents and carers, specifically the core and enhanced courses.  Adaptations may be in the form 
of content, course length or structure so please get in touch to discuss your bespoke needs.  
Examples of tailored parent awareness workshops include:

Students
In order to create a positive well-being culture, mental health needs to be everyone’s business. 
Student awareness is also central to building resilience and reducing the risk of issues escalating.  
In addition to parents and staff, students can therefore increase their own mental health 
competencies through a range of programmes we can offer that are listed below:

Core
We can deliver a range of assemblies for all ages covering some basic mental health awareness 
activities, self-care tips, myths and facts, case studies, videos, supporting others, etc.

Campaigns
FREE to all schools, we have two national campaigns which provide useful resources, session 
plans, reports and videos that are free to download.

 X IAMWHOLE – anti-stigma campaign backed by celebrities such as Ed Sheeran.   
Visit www.whole.org.uk

 X BeREAL – a body confidence campaign in partnership with Dove to raise awareness of body 
image issues. Visit www.berealcampaign.co.uk

Anxiety
The Difference Between Stress and Anxiety
Signs and Symptoms
Panic Attacks
Supporting Young People with Anxiety

Self Harm
What is Self-Harm?
Dispelling the Myths
Self Harm Safety
Supporting a Young Person who is Self Harming

Anger
What is Anger and How Does it Work?
When Does it Become a Problem?
The Cycle of Anger
Supporting Young People with Anger Issues

Depression
What is Depression? – Signs and Symptoms
Young People’s Views
Supporting Young People with Depression

http://www.whole.org.uk
http://www.berealcampaign.co.uk
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Awareness workshops / Well-being Days
If you need support running awareness sessions in schools, we can help.  Our trained practitioners 
can deliver one-off workshops or even run a whole school awareness day depending on your 
needs. We can also help you arrange your own awareness days to fundraise for mental health 
support.  Please get in touch to receive our fundraising pack.

Enhanced
Specific Topics Workshops
Not only can we offer you awareness sessions, we can also arrange workshops on specific topics 
such as exam stress, body confidence and anxiety.

Targeted
Level 1 Award - Young Health Champions
To help schools develop peer support programmes, we have written an accredited qualification for 
students aged 14+.  The award will help build leadership skills, but also raise awareness of mental 
health to enable students to support others and raise awareness across the school.
The course consists of up to 50 hours of guided learning and can be delivered by our trainers or we 
can arrange for you to attend a Train The Trainer course so you can run it yourself.

Mandatory Units
 X Peer Leadership
 X Health Improvement

Optional units include
 X Body Image
 X Self-Esteem 7 Confidence
 X Dealing with Bullying
 X Feelings and Emotions
 X Encouraging Physical Activity
 X Healthy Eating

All of our student workshops and programmes can be tailored to fit the new PSHE curriculum 
guidelines. For more information or to book, contact us on 01733 373187 to find out more.
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Additional Training Services
First Aid
We have a range of approved first aid trainers that can offer you courses at discounted rates.  With 
first aid now becoming a part of the curriculum, why not get in touch with us to help you offer this 
to both staff and students:

 X Level 2 Award in Student First Aid - three hours (11+)
 X Mini Medics Award - three hours (7-11 year olds)
 X Level 2 Emergency First Aid - one day (14+)
 X Ofsted recognised Paediatric First Aid – two days (16+)

Prices start from just £20 per person for mini-medics and £55 per person for full day courses, with 
discounts for large groups. Contact us for more information.

Conferences & Key Notes
Our expertise in mental health means we have a wealth of knowledge and resources to offer 
schools, organisations and other settings, as well as bespoke key note speakers at existing events 
or INSET days. We can also arrange full scale mental health conferences and events for groups 
of schools, trusts and organisations covering a range of topics, and organise local speakers as 
necessary. Prices vary according to needs, so please get in touch to find out more.



Contact 
For further details about any 
of our training programmes or 
to discuss your bespoke needs, 
please get in touch:

T 01733 373187
E lisa.smith@ymcatrinity.org.uk
W ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk

mailto:lisa.smith%40ymcatrinity.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ymcatrinitygroup.org.uk

